Microhabitat and spatial variation at HK isozyme loci in Culex pipiens: testing isolation by distance and isolation by ecology model
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Abstract

Culex pipiens L. (Diptera Culicidae) is of medical and veterinary importance as vector of various bacterial, filarial and arboviral disease pathogens, and is a major pest in urban areas. Understanding the population structure and gene flow among populations is critical for public health issues such as local dispersion pattern and spread of insecticide resistance. To determine the dispersion pattern of the Cx. pipiens samples across the southern part of the Pannonian Plain of Central Europe (testing Isolation by distance model), and at fine-scale level, between ecologically different larval habitats (testing Isolation by ecology model), we studied hexokinase (HK) genes. Because the polymorphism of HK genes is independent of insecticide use, spatial variation at HK loci provided valuable information on population connectivity of Cx. pipiens. Implementing STRUCTURE statistical analysis, a lack of structuring at individual level of “urban” and “rural” samples was observed. Landscape study rejected both ecological and isolation models which implies that different selection regimes of larval habitats and geographic distance do not influence on genotype partitioning at HK system. Observed high genetic connectivity among samples throughout urban and rural environments indicated that gene flow is an important factor underlying genetic structure. This study pointed out that control measures restricted to urban areas are unlikely to be effective due to high gene flow between treated and untreated populations. Hence, designing a sustainable vector control strategy for the species with detectable gene flow, such as Cx. pipiens, must remain a regional effort.
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Introduction

Major public threats have been generated by increased mosquito breeding areas which influence on the increase in diseases transmission by mosquito vector (Vonogradova, 2008). The dispersal of mosquito vectors is an important factor underlying the spatial distribution of mosquitoes, and plays a major role in shaping their population structure (Service, 1997). Hence, information on mosquito survivorship, dispersal ability and spatial population genetic structure across heterogeneous landscapes is critical for understanding disease transmission risk (Carter et al., 2000) and planning vector monitoring and control methods (Killeen et al., 2003; Hoesterey, 2011). Molecular studies of pest organisms have focused on populations over large geographic scales (Sharma et al., 2009) and on local landscape features at country or city levels (Fonseca et al., 2010). These studies are critical for delineating putative population boundaries, as well as assessing dispersal and gene flow across the landscape (Hoesterey, 2011). A link landscape genetic approach to classical population genetics provides a powerful framework for studying spatial distribution of genetic variation and spatial patterns of population connectivity (Manel et al., 2003; Storfer et al., 2010).

At the regional spatial scale genetic differentiation among populations is supposed to be caused by restricted or absent migration between fragments (Broquet et al., 2000). In continuous habitats, genetic differentiation can also be present (Ehrich and Stenseth, 2001). Local genetic drift associated with habitat preference and dispersal between neighbouring areas may create genetic structure, a process called “isolation by distance” (IBD) (Wright, 1943). In such continuous populations with spatially limited dispersal, levels of gene flow tend to decrease with increasing geographic distances, which results in increasing genetic differentiation among individuals (Broquet et al., 2006). IBD model can be tested by analysing the distribution of pairwise estimates of genetic distances between individuals (Rousset, 2000). Still, IBD pattern reflects limitations of species-specific dispersal and gene flow that are independent of any specific landscape features (Balchenol et al., 2009). Hence, insights from landscape genetics shed light on connectivity of natural populations from both undisturbed (insecticide untreated) and anthropogenically (insecticide treated) altered landscapes (Rašić, 2011).

Divergent selection, which can arise between sympatric forms occupying separate niches, influences the evolution of reproductive barriers, and ecological speciation or isolation by ecology (Thibert-Plante and Hendry, 2010; Wolf et al., 2010). However, diverged populations might be connected by gene flow at the early stages of differentiation/speciation. During the early period of ecological differentiation most of the genome, at least initially, might be subject to the homogenizing effects of gene flow (Nosil et al., 2009; Butlin, 2010), but genomic regions that directly contribute to local adaptation should be highly genetically diverged (White et al., 2010). Consequently, alleles at neutral markers unlinked to selected loci might be exchanged between populations from different habitats (Thibert-Plante and Hendry, 2009).
Insect species, especially mosquitoes and other public-health pests, have experienced a powerful agent of selection by insecticides (Chevillon et al., 1995). To study local dispersion patterns across treated and non-treated areas, genes such as hexokinase (HK) with polymorphism independent of insecticide use (Chevillon et al., 1995) provide important information for vector control strategies. Hexokinases (EC2.7.1.1) are enzymes which occur in all eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells as the first step in the utilization of glucose (Knutsen et al., 1969; Kulkarni et al., 2002). It is an important regulatory enzyme as it indicates phosphorylation of glucose via glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathway and activates the formation of glycogen and complex carbohydrates from glucose (Smyth, 1994).

The members of the Culex pipiens complex are of great medical and veterinary importance as vectors for various bacterial (Vinogradova, 2000), filarial and viral pathogens (Becker et al., 2010). Since West Nile virus outbreaks spread rapidly in the USA and in parts of Europe, the zoogeography, taxonomy and identification of Cx. pipiens s.l. and related taxa have received high attention (Cornel et al., 2003).

The Cx. pipiens subgroup (Sirivanakarn, 1976) consists of species Culex pipiens L., Cx. quinquefasciatus Say, Cx. australicus Dobrotworsky et Drummond and Cx. globocoxitus Dobrotworsky (http://wrbu.si.edu). The Cx. pipiens complex includes first three species, while subspecies Cx. p. Coquillett and Cx. pipiens are belonged to Cx. p. s.l. (http://mosquito-taxonomic-inventory.info). However, taxonomic status of members of the Cx. pipiens complex is a still matter of discussion. Although introgression in non-indigenous areas between pipiens and quinquefasciatus was registered, these taxa have been recognized as independent species cohesion (Harbach, 2012). On the other side, taxonomic status of pipiens and molestus of Cx. pipiens has been a subject of debate, ranging from distinct species (Miles and Paterson, 1979; Weitzel et al., 2009) to physiological forms with considerable genetic introgression (Harbach et al., 1984; Chevillon et al., 1998; Gomes et al., 2009; Farajollahi et al., 2011). Biologically, ecologically and genetically different properties of molestus and pipiens forms are likely resulted by complex of evolutionary processes operating at spatial and temporal scales. Hence, diagnostic phenotypic traits modulated by environmental factors cannot be fully reliable in discrimination Cx. pipiens ecotypes (Chevillon et al., 1998). Since expression of the phenotypes depends on genetic-environmental interaction, different selection pressures operated in divergent climatic regions of this widespread species would favour distinction in diagnostic value of the traits. For instance, habitat-dependent differentiation at the Aat-1 locus found in the Cx. pipiens ecotypes from London area (Byrne and Nichols, 1999) is not registered in samples from Southern Europe (Chevillon et al., 1998). In addition, focus on the diagnostic value of microsatellite loci has generated two approaches. The first sees microsatellite loci as useful marker for delimitating pipiens (anaautogenous) from molestus (autogenous) ecotypes (Fonseca et al., 2004; Gomes et al., 2009; 2013; Kothera et al., 2009; 2013; Strickman and Fonseca, 2012). Contrary to this, Danabalan et al. (2012) registered misidentification between Cx. pipiens s.l. and Cx. torrentium Martini where there are sympatric in the United Kingdom. However, barcode fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I (S' end COI mtDNA) has been proposed to be robustness molecular marker in defining their taxonomic status (Danabalan et al., 2012).

The taxonomic, phenotypic, ecological, physiological and genetical extensive diversity of Cx. pipiens motivated us to study dispersion pattern of the “urban” and “rural” samples. This study, as a part of a larger research of genetic and phenotypic variation of Cx. pipiens (Krtinić, unpublished data; Krtinić et al., 2012) focused on the genetic diversity at the HK loci. The aim of this study was therefore to determine spatial variation at HK isozyme loci in population of the Cx. pipiens samples across the southern part of Pannonia Plain of Central Europe (testing Isolation by distance model), and at fine-scale level, between ecologically different larval habitats (testing Isolation by ecology model). In this study we used samples previously morphologically studied, when “urban” and “rural” samples were distinguished by parameters of the larval respiratory siphon (siphonal index (Krtinić et al., 2012), pecten teeth (Krtinić, unpublished data)) and adult traits [wing size and shape (Krtinić, unpublished data)]. We wish to estimate spatial diversity at HK isozyme loci in a landscape genetic study comparing landscape pattern of “urban” (II) and “rural” (III) samples. Since HK provide valuable information on Cx. pipiens dispersion pattern, the findings were discussed in relation to their significance for the management of vector-control strategies.

Materials and methods

Sample collection

Larvae of Cx. pipiens were collected from a broader area of the city of Novi Sad (45°15'N 19°50'E) during the period from June 2009 to June 2010 from three different biotypes: 1. street manholes (the underground habitat of urban type; Sla) and basements (the underground habitat of urban type; Sib), 2. draining ditches and ponds in the city (above ground habitat of urban type; SII) and 3. ponds (swamps) outside urban area (above ground habitat of rural type; SIII), and from another seven regions on the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina (northern part of Serbia) during July and August 2009 from two habitat types: 1. Above ground habitat of urban type; SII and 3. ponds (swamps) outside urban area (above ground habitat of rural type; SIII), and from another seven regions on the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina (northern part of Serbia) during July and August 2009 from two habitat types: 1. Above ground habitat of urban type; SII and 2. Above ground habitat of rural type; SII (figure 1, table 1). Larvae of SIII in Novi Sad were collected in Special Nature Reserve “Koviljski-Petrovaradinski ril” with a complex of marshes and forest ecosystems (in 2004 it was included in the list of important water-related protected areas in the Danube basin - ICPDR, since 2005 this wetland is IPA - Important Plant area, and also a Ramsar Site candidate).

Samples were collected along Vojvodina crossing intensively treated and sporadically treated areas. In Novi Sad insecticide such as organophosphates, pyrethroids, insect-growth regulators and biological agents have
Figure 1. Map of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina. Origin of the analyzed populations of Cx. pipiens: 1. Subotica (46°07'N 19°40'E) (SU); 2. Ada (45°48'N 20°08'E) (AD); 3. Kikinda (45°49'N 20°28'E) (KI); 4. Novi Bečej (45°36'N 20°08'E) (NB); 5. Vrbas (45°34'N 19°38'E) (VR); 6. Novi Sad (45°15'N 19°50'E) (NS, regularly treated area); 7. Sremska Mitrovica (44°59'N 19°51'E) (SM); 8. Alibunar (45°04'N; 20°57'E) (AL). SII-filled circle; SIII- filled triangle. Novi Sad is an intensively insecticide treated area (in circle).

Table 1. Population code, ecotypes of samples and number of collected specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Novi Sad</th>
<th>Vojvodina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI - the underground habitat of urban type</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIa - street manholes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SII - basements</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SII - aboveground habitat of urban type (draining ditches and ponds in the city)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIII - aboveground habitat of rural type (ponds - swamps) outside urban area</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

been applied intensively in both urban and rural areas since the 1970s and early 1980s. Across Vojvodina, mosquito control activities were conducting occasionally (not every year and less intense during the season) mainly limited on urban areas.

Sampled larvae were reared separately in the laboratory in original water without feeding to adults and then stored at −20 °C until used for enzyme characterization. Specimens were identified based on the morphological characters of adults, defined for Cx. pipiens (Becker et al., 2010).

Allozyme analysis
Allozyme variability of hexokinase (2.7.1.1. HK; Hk-2, Hk-3, Hk-4) were analyzed using 5% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Munstermann, 1979). Duration of electrophoretic run at 90 mA (135-220 V) was 2.5-3 hr. Enzymes were extracted from whole body in Tris-Boric-EDTA (pH 8.9) buffer and D-glucose as substrate; homogenates were centrifuged at 15000 rpm for 5 min at 4 °C.

The electrophoresis of individuals from different populations was conducted in the same gel for direct intra- and interpopulation comparison. Genotype and allele frequencies were calculated directly from the observed banding patterns based on the genetic interpretation of zymograms. Loci and alleles were numbered with respect to order of increasing anodal migration.

Statistical power of allozyme loci in population differentiation
Allelic frequencies were used for analyses of subpopulation genetic differentiation in Cx. pipiens. Statistical analyses of allelic and genotypic frequencies were performed using the computer program BIOSYS-2 (Swofford and Selander, 1989). To assess if the sampling and the HK alleles used was enough to detect a structure if there is one (i.e. power of the tests) we conducted several simulations using the computer program POWSIM version 4.1 (Ryman and Palm, 2006). The program detects significant differentiation (using $\chi^2$, and Fisher’s exact tests) under a specified level of popula-
tion divergence given by $1 - (1 - 2Ne)^t$, where $t$ is the time since divergence and $Ne$ is the effective population size. We simulated scenarios assuming different sample sizes, levels of divergence, with populations being separated for 250 generations, each with $Ne$ of 5000. The values were used to simulate a case where the split of populations are very recent, and the populations are very large. Hence, this is a very conservative test of power, as if time is longer and $Ne$ is smaller, it would be much easier to find significant results. Significance estimates were based on 1000 independent simulations.

We used the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) to infer genetic population structure at both eco-types and individual levels using genotypes from $Hk$-2, $Hk$-3 and $Hk$-4 loci of 148 individuals from Novi Sad and 195 individuals from Vojvodina. All individuals were combined into one dataset for analysis, without any a priori population assignments and admixture was allowed with a single value of $K$ inferred for all populations. We evaluated $K$ values, the number of assumed populations, from 1-3 using a burn-in of 10000 and 10000 MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) for each value of $K$. Each value of $K$ was run five times to evaluate stability. The model choice criterion implemented in structure to detect the true $K$ is an estimate of the posterior probability of the data for a given $K$, $Pr(X|K)$ (Pritchard et al., 2000). This value, called ‘Ln P(D)’ in structure output, is obtained by first computing the log likelihood of the data at each step of the MCMC. Then the average of these values is computed and half their variance is subtracted to the mean. This gives ‘Ln P(D)’, the model choice criterion to which we refer as $L (K)$ afterwards. True number of populations ($K$) is often identified using the maximal value of $L (K)$ returned by structure (Pritchard et al., 2000). However, we observed in our simulations that in most cases, once the real $K$ is reached, $L (K)$ at larger $K$s plateaus or continues increasing slightly (a phenomenon mentioned in the structure’s manual, Pritchard and Wen, 2003). Following Evanno et al. (2005), we calculated $∆K$, which corresponds to the rate of change of the likelihood between successive $K$ values, using the program STRUCTURE HARVESTER v0.6.92 (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012) to identify the best supported values of $K$. Still, it is important to take into consideration that estimating the most likely number of clusters needed to explain the observed data is challenging and the results may be sensitive to the number of loci used, the variation at these loci, the rate of gene flow, and the number of individuals typed (Evanno et al., 2005; Huelsenbeck and Andolfatto, 2007).

Spatial genetic structure

A landscape shape interpolation of genetic distances, which interpolates observed genetic distances across the landscape and shows them graphically as heights (Z axis) in a graph where the base (values along X and Y axes) represents the geographic space, was obtained using the software Alleles in Space (AIS) (Miller, 2005). We used several different distance weighting values ($a = 0.25-2$), grid sizes, and both raw and residual genetic distances to make sure that interpretations were not sensitive to these parameters. Geographic distances were calculated using latitude/longitude coordinate. Across the genetic landscape, the peaks and troughs indicate high and low genetic distances between individuals respectively. Using AIS we also test for genetic barriers with Monmonier’s maximum difference algorithm method (Monmonier, 1973). This procedure locates barriers to gene flow by iteratively identifying sets of contiguous, large genetic distances along a connectivity network.

We used two tests in AIS software to examine the correlation between genetic and geographic distance: a Mantel test and spatial autocorrelation. Mantel tests determine correlation between genetic and geographic distances. Spatial autocorrelation compares the average genetic distance between pairs of individuals over distance classes, and is summarized with the global statistic $V$. For both analyses, significance was tested using 1000 and 10000 permutations.

Results

Allozyme variation at HK loci

In samples from Novi Sad the presence of four alleles at HK loci formed four homozygote ($Hk^{100/100}$, $Hk^{102/102}$) and one heterozygote ($Hk^{100/104}$) genotypes. The presence of rare and unique $Hk^{106}$ allele in Sl1 was identified, while $Hk^{102}$ was rare in all samples except in Sl1 (manholes). Study of genetic diversity at regional scale revealed in all populations from Vojvodina two homozygote ($Hk^{100/100}$ and $Hk^{104/104}$) and one heterozygote ($Hk^{100/104}$) genotype, and rare and unique homozygote $Hk^{102/102}$ only in “rural” sample in Novi Sad.

Testing Isolation-by-ecology model

A model of local differentiation according to larval habitat was evaluated for individuals from three different habitats in Novi Sad using a Bayesian model-based approach. This analysis failed to uncover any population structure based on the HK isozyme system. For three samples (SI, SII and SIII) there was no clear indication of clustering because all samples showed a high degree of admixture. In STRUCTURE analysis performed with $K$ values from 1 to 7, average log-likelihoods across five replicate STRUCTURE runs reached a first plateau at $K = 2$ (figure 2) indicating that 2 is most probably number of clusters (based on declining rate of increase in $Pr(X|K)$ as $K$ increases rather than by the absolute maximum likelihood; Pritchard et al., 2000; Evanno et al., 2005). Evanno’s $∆K$ coincide with log-likelihood estimates of structuring. However, these groupings do not suggest any overt ecological pattern since proportion of individuals classified into the two clusters (clusters 1 and 2) were almost even in all samples (figure 2A). As a result, we consider that there is an absence of genetic discontinuity of Cx. pipiens samples (figure 2A). Likewise, for separated samples Sl, Sl1 and Slb (manholes and basements) all genetic clusters were almost evenly represented in samples (figure 2B) and assignment indexes were close to $1/K$. To test a statistical
power of allozyme data we did power simulations conducted on samples from three larval microhabitats from Novi Sad. POWSIM indicated that given the polymorphism of loci and the sample sizes used in the study, the probability of detecting \( F_{ST} \) values as low as 0.025 was 80%. The detection probability of \( F_{ST} \) as low as 0.008 still resulted in a reasonable probability, above 50%, to detect a true \( F_{ST} \) this small. Thus, we are confident that, given the variability of loci and sampling effort, we can find differences if they exist.

Ecological model of isolation also was tested for populations of Cx. p. p. from Vojvodina. Genetic clustering analysis revealed no resolution between “urban” (SII) and “rural” (SIII) samples (figure 3). In each group, all individuals of both samples were almost evenly represented suggesting an absence of differentiation based on HK isozyme system. With value of \( K = 2 \), assignment indexes were almost the same and close to 1/\( K \) for all “urban”/“rural” pairs, except for Novi Bečej (NB) individuals of the SIII sample where more than 67% individuals were in one of two assumed clusters.

**Testing Isolation-by-distance model**

The model of differentiation due to local isolation was employed to test for the possibility of reduced gene flow between distant populations among “urban” and “rural” samples from Vojvodina. In STRUCTURE analysis performed with \( K \) values from 1 to 7, average log-likelihoods across five replicate STRUCTURE runs reached a first plateau at \( K = 2 \) (figure 4A) for “urban” ecotype, indicating that 2 is the most probably number of clusters. Evanno’s \( \Delta K \) coincided with log-likelihood estimates of structuring. However, these groupings do not suggest any overt geographical pattern, because the proportion of individuals classified into two clusters (clusters 1 and 2) were almost even in all samples (figure 4A). As a result, we consider that there is an absence of genetic discontinuities of the Cx. p. p. samples (figure 4A). Although for the “rural” sample the estimated likely number of clusters is \( K = 3 \), (figure 4B), genetic clusters were almost evenly represented in populations (figure 4B). The exception was AL population with over 45% of individuals classified in one cluster (represented by black) unlike the other “rural” populations mostly classified in two other clusters, which is in concordant with Monmonier’s algorithm implemented by Alleles in Space (see results below). It should be noted that these are very slight differences suggesting genetic homogeneity of Cx. p. p. in Vojvodina region based on HK isozyme system. To analyse the statistical power for detecting differentiation we used POWSIM on SII samples across Vojvodina province. Simulation results for detecting differentiation among SII samples showed 60% for both \( \chi^2 \) and Fisher’s exact test where \( Net \) combinations corresponded to 5000/250. Therefore, the power analysis revealed that HK loci were sufficient to provide a 60% average probability of 0.025 when analyzing the SII data. In addition, POWSIM simulations with SIII data suggest an average probability of 60% to detect a true differentiation of \( F_{ST} = 0.014 \) resulting from both the \( \chi^2 \) and Fisher’s exact tests.

Further, we tested correlation between genetic and geographic distances for “urban” (SII) and “rural” (SIII) populations from Vojvodina separately. There was no evidence of isolation by distance for isolates with recorded geographic locations based on both the Mantel test (SII- \( r = -0.0159, P = 0.694 \); SIII- \( r = 0.0304, P = 0.210 \)) and spatial autocorrelation (SII- \( V = 0.0257, P = 0.251 \); SIII- \( V = 0.0385, P = 0.297 \)).
Figure 3. Membership of *Cx. pipiens* from Vojvodina individuals to a number of presumed samples, SII and SIII. Population clusters (*K* = 2) determined by the a priori Bayesian cluster method in STRUCTURE. Each vertical line represents an individual’s probability of belonging to one of *K* clusters (represented by different colors). Estimates of the likely number of clusters (*K*). Black squares show the marginal log likelihoods of the data Pr(λ|*K*) when the number of clusters (*K*) is fixed to different values averaged over five STRUCTURE runs. The grey squares denote ∆*K*, an *ad hoc* indicator of the uppermost hierarchical level of structure detected, based on the rate of change in Pr(λ|*K*) between successive *K*-values.

Figure 4. Membership of *Cx. pipiens* from Vojvodina individuals to a number of presumed samples, SII and SIII. Population clusters (*K* = 2; *K* = 3) determined by the a priori Bayesian cluster method in STRUCTURE. Each vertical line represents an individual’s probability of belonging to one of *K* clusters (represented by different colors). Estimates of the likely number of clusters (*K*). Black squares show the marginal log likelihoods of the data Pr(λ|*K*) when the number of clusters (*K*) is fixed to different values averaged over five STRUCTURE runs. The grey squares denote ∆*K*, an *ad hoc* indicator of the uppermost hierarchical level of structure detected, based on the rate of change in Pr(λ|*K*) between successive *K*-values.
Figure 5. Results of genetic landscape shape interpolation analysis for populations of Cx. pipiens using a distance weighting parameter (a) of 1 and raw genetic distances. X and Y axes correspond to geographic locations and surface plot heights reflect genetic distances. Qualitatively similar results were obtained using both raw and residual genetic distances, different grid sizes, and a range of distance weighting parameters. The positions of sampling locations in the “base” of the graph are approximate.

Using individual spatial information, we could identify fine-scale genetic structure of both “urban” and “rural” samples by genetic landscape shape analysis that allows the graphical representation of genetic distance pattern across landscape through interpolation procedures generated in AIS. This analysis based on HK isozyme system revealed genetic distances associated with slightly increased inter-individual genetic distance. For “urban” sample it was peaked in the western part of the study region (Vrbas, VR population), while for “rural” sample eastern part (Alibunar, AL population) was separated (figure 5), suggesting partially restricted gene flow. The same general pattern was observed regardless of the choice of grid size and distance weighting parameter. In addition, Monmonier’s maximum difference algorithm identified potential barriers to Cx. pipiens migration which coincide with results of landscape shape interpolations of genetic distances.

Discussion

Regional and fine-scale pattern of variation at HK loci

Results presented herein did not support any genetic structuring at regional- and at fine-spatial scale in Cx. pipiens. By testing congruence genetic differentiation with larval habitat differences (the ecological model) we evaluated genetic admixture among samples originating from street manhole - the underground habitat of urban type (SII), drainage ditch and pond in the city - aboveground habitat of urban type (SII), and pond (swamp) outside urban area - aboveground habitat of rural type (SIII). Similarly, a lack of correlation between genetic and geographic distances (tested by Mantel test and spatial autocorrelation) among “urban” (SII) and “rural” (SIII) samples across the Vojvodina region was estimated.

Rejecting both isolation by distance and isolation by ecology model the findings imply that there is a high gene flow between individuals sampled throughout urban and rural environments. Thus, the absence of identifiable genetic clusters suggests that genetic homogeneity characterized Cx. pipiens from southern part of the Pannonia. Indeed, some previous studies have shown that Cx. pipiens requires a considerable distance to display IBD (Cui et al., 2007). Similar to our results, Chevillon et al. (1995) using genes with a polymorphism independent of insecticide selection pressure (such as Aat-1, Aat-2, Pgm, Gpi and Hk) estimated high gene flow between populations over the whole range of the study (in this case, it was 850 km). A lack of correlation between genetic and geographic distance (IBD) suggested that migration is counteracting the effect of drift and local selection regimes of the populations (Chevillon et al., 1998). Genetic homogeneity observed in samples across Vojvodina imply that populations of Cx. pipiens are not distributed according to “stepping stone model” (Wright, 1943), but under Wright’s island model of migration (1931; 1943).

Furthermore, in addition to ecological factors, human factors such as insecticide application have an influence on genetic structure (Paupy et al., 2005). Insecticide treatments as stress on mosquito populations can have an effect on genetic diversity (Chevillon et al., 1995; Paupy et al., 2005). Still, it has been observed that decrease in genetic diversity occurs only after strong bottleneck and in relatively isolated populations (Hoffmann and Willi, 2008). It has been suggested that vector control efforts could impose severe genetic bottlenecks on local populations (Bosio et al., 2005). In this study, comparing less and sporadically treated areas in Vojvodina, decrease in genetic variability in Cx. pipiens was not observed from insecticide treated sites in Novi Sad. Moreover, “rural” populations experienced severe bottlenecks during winter, which might influence genetic diversity of the sub-
sequent populations. Mosquito populations experience different demographic histories due to use temporary ponds for their reproduction as well (Krtinić, field observation). Because of wintering bottleneck of “rural” sample, we compared HK genotypes of individuals from both ecotypes at the same area (KI, NB, NS, SM, AL; figure 3). Absence of genotypic portioning at hexokinase was estimated between individuals of different biological properties as well. Thus, our findings suggest that populations after bottlenecks (influenced by insecticide treatment and/or overwinter decrease in size) has been rapidly recovered and/or recolonized by migrants.

Landscape genetics provides full understanding how the spatial distribution of genetic variation arises in populations. The main focus of landscape genetics is the study of interaction between landscape features and gene flow, as well as microevolutionary processes (genetic drift, selection) (Manel et al., 2003; Storfer et al., 2010). Therefore, we implemented landscape genetic approach to better understand spatial distribution of genetic diversity at HK loci. Comparing genotypes of individuals belonging to particular sample (SII, SIII) across the Vojvodina region, no genetically distant sample was registered. Still, AIS analysis was provided for better insight into our understanding of gene flow and population structure of the species. This spatial analysis highlighted sample of “urban” sample from western part of Vojvodina (VR population) and individuals of “rural” sample from eastern part (AL population), being genetically differentiated from other analyzed individuals of SII and SIII, respectively. VR population is differentiated may be due to high industry pollution of canal network in the area. AL population is separated from others by Deliblato sands, an isolated complex of sand masses with a distinctly undulating dune relief on an area of over 380 km². Because there are no surface watercourses, the Special Nature Reserve “Deliblato sands” (International status: IBA site 1989 - Important Bird area, and also a Ramsar Site candidate) is likely a barrier to dispersal.

Implications for vector monitoring

Understanding the patterns of gene flow and population genetic structure of Cx. pipiens has important practical implications for the management of vector control strategies. First, the use of genes which are not affected by organic insecticide provides essential information linking to population structure and dispersal mode of the species of interest (Paris et al., 2010). Our study shows that there is substantial lack of genetic structure of Cx. pipiens in the study area (at regional scale) and among ecologically heterogeneous habitats (at fine spatial scale). This genetic homogeneity of the populations across intensively treated and sporadically less treated areas gives better insight into the role of evolutionary mechanisms such as natural selection, genetic drift and gene flow, and past history of the population (bottleneck) in determining population structure. Given a low dispersal ability of Cx. pipiens (migrates usually less than 500 m in human settlements, Becker et al., 2010) control measures are restricted to urban areas. Observed high genetic connectivity among populations herewith indicated that the contemporary process such as gene flow is an important factor underlying genetic structure of Cx. pipiens. Indeed, it was considered that gene flow is the most relevant factor for vector control management (Hlaing et al., 2010).

Apart from adaptive potential of public-health pests, a spread of insecticide resistance alleles is the main problem for vector control (Gubler, 2002). Additionally, insecticide resistance may spread by gene flow throughout the urban area from the treated population (Lenormand et al., 1998). Therefore, data considering dispersal trajectories of the vector species are essential for predicting the geographical spread pattern of a resistance allele (Hlaing et al., 2010). Designing a sustainable vector control strategy for the species with detectable gene flow, such as Cx. pipiens, must remain a regional effort. As it has been previously suggested (Paupy et al., 2005; Porretta et al., 2007; Paris et al., 2010), reliable knowledge of the population structure at the appropriate geographical scale and coordinated treatments of breeding habitats would give satisfactory control programme.
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